
For further information, please contact: 

Pastor Joel Quie 
Prairie Lutheran Church 

Ph: 952-829-0525   Email: pastorjoel@plcchurch.org  

Splendors of Italy 

Early bird savings with 
 an initial deposit of: 

$500.00 

$100 
If payment 
received by 

1/10/18 

$90 
If payment 
received by 

2/10/18 

$80 
If payment 
received by 

3/10/18 

$70 
If payment 
received by 

4/10/18 

$60 
If payment 
received by 

5/10/18 

$50 
If payment 
received by 

6/10/18 

 

INCLUDED IN PRICE:  1) Round trip airfare per brochure, deluxe motor coaches, First 
Class / Superior First Class hotels, guided sightseeing, entrance fees to sites visited, 
breakfast daily, 1 lunch per brochure, and 5 dinners per brochure; 2) Taxes and fuel 
charges totaling $406.20 USD comprised of $75.80 for fuel charges (subject to increase by 
airline up to 30 days prior to departure) and $330.40 for taxes (including federal inspection 
fees for the U.S. Customs and Immigrations; international air transportation tax; agricultural tax; other 
per person taxes imposed by government entities; airport taxes and fees including the September 
11th Security fee up to $10 per person, passenger facility charges up to $18 per person, federal 
domestic flight segment fees up to $3.50 per segment and U.S. and International arrival and 
departure, and other government imposed fees up to $300 per person);  3) Gratuities of $185 for tour 
guide or cruise director, local host, driver, local guides, and/or ships' crew; gratuities on ferries, and 
cruise ships; 4) Rome Tourist Tax. 
NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE:  Not included in your package is an optional visit to the Baptistry at 
$17 per person, passports, visas, vaccinations, laundry, lunches per brochure, dinners per brochure, 
telephone, mini-bar, alcohol, other beverages, and food outside of the contracted tour operator menu 
as presented at a hotel or restaurant (these extra items will be billed to you before leaving the hotel, 
or restaurant), airport transfers on non-qualifying flights, porterage at airports, travel insurance, 
excess baggage fees, any fees or fuel surcharges imposed by the airlines after the date you register 
for your trip, and all other items not specifically mentioned. 
PAYMENT:  A full deposit of $500 per person is required at time of registration. The 
final payment must be made in the form of a check (credit cards are only accepted for initial 
deposit, any remaining payments must be in check form), and is due no later than 90-days 
prior to departure.  Registrations received after 90-days prior to departure must be 
accompanied by full payment. There may be a late fee of $195 for all payments or new 
registrations received 75-60 days prior to departure. All tour prices are based on a 
minimum group size of 20 passengers for prices to be valid. If group size is 19-15 travelers, 
a $150 per person supplement to price may apply. If group size is 14-10 travelers, a $195 
per person supplement to price may apply. If group size is less than 10 travelers, the tour 
may be cancelled due to lack of participation. If final (full) payment is not received by 

imagine Tours and Travel, LLC (hereafter referred to as imagine) 60 days prior to 
departure, you will be automatically cancelled from the tour and your initial deposit of $500 

will be forfeited.  imagine reserves the right to add a surcharge if the dollar declines by 
more than 2.5% against the Euro based on foreign exchange rates in effect on booking 
date (Pricing based on exchange of the Euro to US Dollar on this date at conversion of 
1.125 exchange). All payments are required in US Funds. 
ACCOMMODATIONS:  Price is based on double occupancy (two persons sharing a room). 

When available, single rooms are often smaller than doubles.  While imagine will try to 
match roommates, we cannot guarantee one will be available.  Roommates may be 
assigned as late as 35 days prior to departure.  If one is not available or if you request a 
single room, there will be a single room supplement charge: $774 for basic itinerary. 
ITINERARY and CHANGES: Because airlines often change flight schedules after 

brochures are printed, imagine reserves the right to shorten or lengthen the itinerary 
accordingly.  You will be notified in writing when possible. If itinerary changes necessitate 
extra overnights, you will be charged $195 per night/per person (single rooms $225/
night).  Meals for extra nights are not included. Any changes and/or deviations from the 
program and/or departure city listed by the passenger must be provided in writing 

to imagine no later than 75-days prior to departure and any extra costs incurred will be 
billed to the passenger. All deviations are subject to a standard fee of $150 plus any 
applicable airline fees.  All tours are final at 60-days prior to departure. No changes and/or 
additions may be made to the tour after that time. 
LAND ONLY: Land Only price is $3995 per person. Price does not include 
international flights. Land Only passengers may be responsible for transfers and/or 
additional overnights incurred by booking their own flights. We recommend you purchase a 
ticket which can be changed without large penalties, as the group’s flights may change. 
Passengers changing from the regular tour to Land Only after 120 days prior to departure 
will be charged a fee of $150 per person. 

AIRLINE TICKETS:  In order to keep prices low, imagine does not guarantee you will 

be on the most direct flights to your final destination. imagine also does not 
guarantee the group will be on the same flights. Flight routings are chosen by the 

airlines and not imagine.  Airline tickets cannot be changed or refunded once issued. Air 
transportation to/from your destination will be economy class aboard IATA and ARC 
carriers utilizing APEX or SUPER APEX non-refundable, non-amendable tickets for groups 

of 10 or more flying together for entire itinerary.  imagine is unable to use individual 
frequent flyer points to upgrade or accept them as partial payment for air transportation. 
Deviations by the passenger, from the group’s scheduled flights, could result in different 
routings/air carriers. 

VISAS: Applicable visas will be obtained by imagine for U.S. and Canadian Citizens 
only.  All passengers who do not carry U.S. or Canadian Passports will be responsible for  

obtaining visas to the countries they are visiting.  imagine is not responsible for non-U.S. 
& Canadian Passport holders. 

FLIGHT TIMES: All flight times are subject to change by the airlines without advance 

notice.  imagine is not responsible for such changes or delays and does not reimburse 
expenses resulting from such delays.  If making your own flight arrangements to a 
departure city or any other portion of your trip, we recommend you purchase a ticket which can 
be changed without large penalties. Passengers are responsible for reconfirming their flights 
with the airline 24 hours prior to departure. 
CANCELLATION FEES: If the tour is cancelled due to lack of participation, there will be a 
charge of $150 deducted from the amount refunded to each passenger for administrative fees 
plus any airline penalties if applicable.  Any cancellation from day of registration to 100 days 
prior to departure will be charged a $300 non-refundable administrative fee per person plus 
any airline penalties, if applicable.  You will also be charged a single room fee if your 
cancellation forces your roommate into a single room from 59 days prior until the date of 
departure. The following charges also apply:  99-60 days = $500; 59-45 days = $1750; 44-25 
days = 75% of total cost; 24 days to day of departure = 100% of total cost.  All 
Cancellations must be received in writing.  On or after the day of departure there is no 
refund for any services not used. We strongly recommend you purchase travel insurance. 
(please see the box below).  
PASSPORT:  Each passenger is responsible for making sure that they have a valid passport 
that has an expiration date at least six months after the date of return from their trip. A copy 
of your valid passport must be submitted to our office by 90 days prior to departure. 

STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY:  imagine and its associated companies agree to 
provide the itinerary described in this brochure.  This represents the entire agreement between 
the passenger and his agent, the travel agent, the tour host, and the tour operator.  All prices, 
itineraries and schedules are subject to regulations and changes by acts of government, 

international agreement, and airline tariff adjustments, rules, and regulations.  imagine 
reserves the right to refuse or revoke travel to anyone who is, in the sole judgment of 

imagine, incapable of group travel.  Except for the willful negligence of its direct employees, 
the tour operator assumes no liability or responsibility for any injuries, inconveniences, illness, 
irregularity, or incidental damages caused by circumstances beyond the control of the tour 
operator or by any person or reason whatsoever, including but not limited to events such as 
strikes, revolts, wars, natural disasters, closures of airports or hotel, default or omission of any 
common or private carrier, or the fault, negligence, or omission of and by any third party 
providing services or facilities related to or included in this tour or any part thereof, or in 
arranging for the same, or the acts or omissions of the travel agent or the tour host.  
RELEASE OF LIABILITY: By traveling on this tour you affirm that you are fit to participate in 
this tour and accept all risks to your safety and health.  All travel involves risks, and travel to 
some countries, including Israel, involves a heightened risk to your health and safety, including 
risks from terrorism, criminal acts, and illness.  You understand and freely accept these risks, 

and you generally and specifically release and hold harmless imagine and their officers, 
agents and employees  from any liability and any claims for (i) any physical, mental, emotional 
or other injuries whatsoever that you may sustain related to this tour; (ii) delays, damages, 
illness, injuries or death, or for the loss of or damage to property, from any cause (including 
negligence) and however occurring; and (iii) any accident, illness, injury, damage, sickness, 
loss of personal property, delay, or other Injury or claim of any kind related to or arising from 
strikes, armed conflicts, social or labor unrest or strikes/work stoppages, war or acts of war, 
terrorism or terrorist acts, acts of God, mechanical or construction failures or difficulties, 
diseases, local laws or acts of local or government authorities,  criminal acts, weather or 
climatic conditions, volcanic eruption, earthquake, disruption of advertised schedules, refusal 
of visas, or any other causes beyond their direct control.  
ENROLLMENT IN AND PAYMENT FOR THE TOUR, CONSTITUTES YOUR ACCEPTANCE 
OF THE CONDITIONS AND STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY.  The conditions become 
a binding contract when your enrollment and payment are received and accepted by 

imagine.  Florida law will be applicable to any dispute which arises out of/or concerns 

regarding this brochure or your tour. imagine Tours & Travel, LLC., is registered with 
the State of Florida as a Seller of Travel. Registration No. ST36635.  
Valid as of  12/14/17 RPR/AA 

THE FINE PRINT…   THE FINE PRINT…    THE FINE PRINT…  THE FINE PRINT… 

imagine Tours and Travel, LLC  
4740 Cleveland Heights Blvd. Suite #2, Lakeland, FL 33813 

Tel:  863-709-9208    Fax:  866-262-9507 
Have a Question? Please contact us via email at info@ittworld.com or at 863.709.9208 or via the web: www.ittworld.com or contact your Tour Host 

Enrollment in and payment of your deposit for the tour, constitutes your acceptance of the conditions and statement of responsibility. 

We recommend trip insurance through Travel Guard.   
Please contact Travel Guard directly to purchase it at either                         

1-800-826-1300 and reference agent code 127152  
or you may visit our website at ittworld.com and click on  

their direct link on our home page. 

11-Day Tour of Italy 
 

Hosted by: Pastor Joel and Sarah Quie 
Travel Dates: October 8-18, 2018 
 

$4745.00 from Minneapolis, MN 
(Price includes: $406.20 US & Intl. departure taxes/fuel & $185 gratuities) 
Additional departure cities available upon request 
 

Register Online: RegisterNow.ittworld.com 
Tour Code: Quie1018 



remarkable Patrician buildings. In the late afternoon, we drive 
to the destination for today: Florence. We check-in at the hotel 
for dinner and overnight. (B, Light Lunch, D)  
  
DAY 6 – SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13: FLORENCE 
Today we tour Renaissance Florence: the birthplace of Modern 
individualism. After breakfast in the hotel, we begin our day 
discovering why Florence is the cradle of the Renaissance – and 
where one breathes art in the medieval streets, in the 
craftsmen’s workshops, and in the Renaissance Palaces, and the 
world-renowned museums all found within Florence. The 
memories of the Medici family are united with the splendor of 
the works illustrious artists, such as: Michelangelo, Leonardo da 
Vinci, and Botticelli. We enjoy The Accademia Gallery, which 
displays Michelangelo’s famous “David”, and then we continue 
to the Baptistery of St. John, the Cathedral of Santa Maria del 
Fiore, Giotto’s Bell Tower Piazza della Signoria, and the Basilica 
of St. Croce. Then we enjoy lunch at a restaurant in this square 
(not included). The remainder of late afternoon is at leisure to 
explore additional treasures of Florence and explore further on 
your own. The outdoor Ponte Vecchio, covered since medieval 
times with goldsmiths’ shops, is a must for Florence’s other 
specialty – handcrafted gold jewelry. Then we return to our 
hotel to rest. Dinner this evening is enjoyed in one of Florence’s 
charming trattorias (not included). Overnight is at our hotel in 
Florence. (B) 
 
DAY 7 – SUNDAY, OCTOBER 14: PISA, LUCCA, FLORENCE 
In the morning, we journey to Pisa. Pisa is also the birthplace of 
Galileo Galilei, the greatest Italian physicist, mathematician and 
astronomer. We will have time to wander about the square and 
photograph the Tower and enjoy a coffee or refreshing 
beverage (not included). We continue our cultural journey 
towards Lucca, a 
traditional Tuscan 
town, whose medieval 
walls are still well-
preserved. Known as 
the city of 100 
churches and the 
birthplace of the great 
classical music 
composer Puccini, the city is a treasure. Then we explore the 
city on our own that is Tuscany’s open-air museum before to 
returning to Florence. Dinner is on our own this evening, and 
overnight is at our hotel in Florence. (B)  
 
  
DAY 8 – MONDAY, OCTOBER 15: MODENA, FERRARI MUSEUM, 
BALSAMIC VINEGAR, VENICE 
In the morning, we drive to Modena to visit the Ferrari 
Museum. Visitors not only get to admire the stunning cars 
displayed in the futuristic 2,500 square meter main pavilion but 
are also treated to a spectacular audio-visual show to tell the 

magical story of Enzo Ferrari’s 90 years. Then we drive to 
“Acetaia Malpighi” to have a light lunch (not included) and to 
discover the secret of the Balsamic vinegar, which as one of 
Modena's most authentic products, is steeped in local tradition. 
It can be traced back to the eleventh century and is known to 
have been used by the dukes of the d'Este family as a "royal 
gift".  In the afternoon, we continue our cultural journey north 
to Venice. We check-in at our hotel for dinner and overnight. (B, 
D) 
  
DAY 9 – TUESDAY, OCTOBER 16: VENICE  
Venice, more than 12 million visitors a year succumb to the 
magic of this improbable place where the streets are “made of 
water”. The Grand Canal winds through the city. We walk from 
our hotel, throughout the palaces lining the waterway, which 
were built over a span of five centuries and present a 
panoramic survey of the 
city’s history. Then we 
visit the Rialto Bridge 
which spans the canal in 
the very heart of the city. 
Then we finally see the 
Piazza San Marco, the 
Doge’s Palace, the Bridge 
of Sighs and after a break 
for lunch (not included), an unforgettable “Gondola 
ride” (optional) or visit a glass factory! There is also an optional 
concert for the evening (pricing determined in-country). Dinner 
is on your own this evening, and overnight is at our hotel in 
Venice. (B)  
  
DAY 10 – WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17: VENICE  
Today we explore Venice on our own. An option for the day is a 
4-hour cruise to Murano Island and Burano Island to admire 
views of San Giorgio, Certosa, and Sant Erasmo islands, cruising 
around the Venice Lagoon. You could learn how Murano glass is 
made during a glass-blowing demonstration and visit a lace-
making factory on Burano Island. Then return to Venice island 
(pricing determined in-country). Dinner is on your own this 
evening, and overnight is at our hotel in Venice.  
  
DAY 11 – THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18: VENICE, DEPART FOR 
U.S.A. 
This morning we transfer to Venice Airport for our return flight 
back to the U.S.A. 
  
 

DAY 1 – MONDAY, OCTOBER 8: DEPART U.S.A. 
Tour members meet for our flight for Rome, Italy. After dinner 
is served, sit back, relax, and enjoy the on-board entertainment 
as you prepare for this exciting adventure of a lifetime.  
  
DAY 2 – TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9: ARRIVE ROME, OSTIA ANTICA 
Today we arrive in Rome. We meet our tour escort and drive to 
the close archaeological area of Ostia Antica: the harbor city of 
Ancient Rome. We explore the well-preserved excavations and 
step back in time into Roman antiquity. On the way back to 
Rome, we continue with our tour: we will be reminded of the 
early companions of Paul, travelling to the Church of Santa 
Prisca. Prisca came from a rich Roman family and Aquila, her 
husband, was probably Greek. Paul spent a couple of years with 
them in Corinth. The House on the Aventino Hill where Paul 
lived is named in a legal document of the 5th century, as 
“Titulus Priscae.” We continue following the steps of St. Paul, 
recalling both his first and second visits to the city. Then we 
check-in at our hotel in Rome for dinner and overnight. (D)  
 
DAY 3 – WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10: ROME 
After breakfast, our day of sightseeing begins with a visit to the 
Insula Di San Paolo alla Regola. According to tradition, San 
Paolo Alla Regola is the most accredited, first home of Paul in 
Rome. Here he lived between A.D. 61 and 63, for eighteen 
months as required by law, pending trial. Then we reach the 
Capitoline Hill, once political and religious center of the town, 
which today is the seat of the Municipality. The stairway will 
lead us to the Piazza del Campidoglio, the magnificent result of 
a single project by Michelangelo, with a copy of the most 
famous equestrian statue in the world, the statue of Marcus 
Aurelius. Behind Piazza del Campidoglio we will find a natural 
terrace providing the best panoramic point over the valley of 
the Roman Forum and the Palatine Hill.  Leaving the Roman 
Forum, we find the Arch of Constantine, erected to 
commemorate the victory of the emperor over Maxentius in 
the 4th century A.D. Then we end at the Colosseum, everlasting 
symbol of the greatness of Rome and the stage for the 
historical fights of the gladiators. Then we continue to the 

Ancient Appian 
Way, to visit the 
Catacombs of 
Santa Domitilla. 
Then we tour the 
Abbey of the 
Three Fountains, 
the place of Paul’s 
martyrdom, 
where tradition 

says that three different springs gushed out at each spot 
touched when Paul’s head fell. We conclude our day in Rome 
by visiting the place where the bones of Paul have recently 
been found, and the Basilica of St. Paul Outside the Walls. It is a 
Benedictine Abbey which shares its name, origins and centuries 

of history, both joyful and sorrowful, with the adjoining basilica. 
Then we return to our hotel for dinner and overnight. (B, D) 
  
DAY 4 – THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11: ROME, VATICAN 
This morning we visit the Vatican Museums. Passing through 
the Court of the Pigna, designed by Bramante in the 16th 
century, we enter the Belvedere Palace to reach the heart of 
the museum, the Belvedere Courtyard. We quickly pass the 
secondary galleries to reach the Greek Cross Room where the 
splendid Sarcophagi of St. Helene and St. Constance are 
housed. Walking through the Galleries of the Candelabra, of the 
Maps and of the Tapestries, we will reach the Apostolic Palace, 
the oldest section of the complex of the Vatican Palaces. We 
are shown the Apartments of Julius II, splendidly decorated by 
Raphael and his assistants, and then the Sistine Chapel, where 
we admire one of the highest masterpieces of art: the Genesis 
and the Last Judgement by Michelangelo, that have gained their 
original splendor after the latest restorations. Leaving the 
Sistine Chapel and going down the Royal Stairway, projected by 
Bernini, we reach 
the Basilica of St. 
Peter, the most 
important temple of 
Christianity, which 
gathers inside 2000 
years of history and 
famous works of art 
such as the Pietà by 
Michelangelo. Then 
we have a break for 
lunch (not included). Afterwards, we return to our hotel to rest 
before an afternoon walking tour to see the elegant streets and 
squares of the Baroque area of Rome, filled with nobles’ 
palaces and superb fountains: Trevi Fountain and Navona 
Square are among them! Enjoy dinner on your own and at your 
leisure tonight. Then return on your own to the hotel for 
overnight. (B)  
  
DAY 5 – FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12: ROME, SIENA, FLORENCE 
Today we depart Rome in the early morning, on a 4 hour drive 
trip through the gentle Umbrian and Tuscan hills. Our first stop 
will be in a winery, to learn about the production of the Chianti 
wine, to taste different blends and to have a light lunch 
(included). We then continue to the city of Siena. Siena is a city 
that is self-contained and still rural in parts behind its medieval 
walls. Our walking tour of Siena includes the Cathedral di Santa 
Maria, better known as the Duomo. Then we continue to Piazza 
del Campo (Il Campo), the site of the famous Palio horse races 
and built at the convergence of the city's principal roads, the 
Banchi di Sopra, Banchi di Sotto, and Via di Citá. We will best 
experience the beauty of Siena by walking through its historic 
streets. Then there is a time at leisure to explore on our own, 
enjoying relaxation and refreshment at one of the outdoor 
cafés in the Piazza del Campo (not included), surrounded by 

*While we do our very best at making sure that all items on your itinerary 
are included, there may be times that conditions beyond our control 
affect the scheduled itinerary, including but not limited to the: airlines, 
weather, political climate, time constraints and changes by your tour 
leader and/or tour guides. 


